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CHAPTER I,

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

A child's learning in school is:influenced.rby many

factors.

teacher, :he pnysical enviroliment, the social environment

the organ

Among these factors are the perSongli y of_the

tion and approach of the instruction, and other

factors relating to the content of the learning activities

and to conditions within the learner. Although the influ-,

ence of these factors has been recognized since the middle

f this century, it has only been since the late 1960

that attempts have been made to control these factors to

create optimum learning situations. Prominent among these

attempts are many new and innovative approaches.to the or-

ganization of schools and structure of curricula. (1,4,

\

One feature of th new designs found rather con is-

tently is the emphasis placed on the learner as an individ-

ual with interests and abilities different from his peers.

This emphasis is reflected in a new structuring of learning

28 30)

situations which allows students to have freedom kn choos-

ing subjects they wish to study and in pursuing activities

at a rate of learning app opriate for their abilities.

(1,4,27,28)

Another fea ure of many of the new programs is a writ

ten statement of ob ectives for learning activities. These'
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objectives are, for the most pa t exoressed in behavioral

terms which describe how the student is expected to perfo::m

when he has c mple;ted an activity. The signifi aile if

these_behavioral jectives is that they not-only clarify
.3

just what a -=,articular lasson is intended to communicate,

:but also provide 1-.'iteria for evaluatilag whether or, not
4

thi's communication has been' aomplished successfully.

(12,24,31)

Although behavioral objectives are gaSnlng widespread

use at all levels of educaiion they have not yet been used

to any at extent in outdoor education programs. Tnis

should not mean, -however, that outdoor education programs

cannot be,planned using behavioral objectives. It should

be possIble not only to plan with them but al-o ta evalu-

ate a program by mea ng the students att -ment of the

objectives.

In addition to planning and -evaluating outdoor educa,

tion programs with behavioral objectives it should alsobe

possible to.try to implement some of the new alternatives

in education for structuring learning si-Wations. ,-One of

the alternatives of -particular relevance to this study is

that Of allowing students to choose learning:activities in

which they will participate. Implementing this alternative
,

.of choice in a resident outdoor education program and then

determining its-effectiveness in terms of students-' learn-

ng are major considerations the probleiTI of this study.

10



;tatement of the Problem

't

The purpose of this study was to determine what effect

choice of participation in learning activities ha- upon the

attainment of the behavioral objeCtives specified for the

activities.

Hypothesis

It was hyp_ithesized that the attainm nt f objectives

greater for students who are allowed to,choose activI

tie.S in which they partiCipate than for stuents who are

not given a choice Of activities.

Deli-' a ions

The setting for the study was delimited to the Stone

Valley Outdoor School operated by The Pennsylvania State

University.
Subjects.were delimi ed to 68 fifth grade stu-

dents from the State College Area School District in Penn-

sylvania. The duration of the resident outdoorschool pro-
:

gram was delimited to four days. Measurement of the at-

tainment of objectives was delim ted to those objectivai----

which could be measured through a writtem\-tes

Definitions

The following terms are defined as they apply to this

study:- 1

A behavioral objective is
7

Anj -tent communicated by a statement de cribing

what =he learner is to be like, when he has suc-,

cessaily completed a learning experience. It



a descriotion of - pattern :7,f behalcr ' erf,er-

mance) we want the learner to' be'Pble 1.7.e- demon-

strate. (24E3)

A ocunselor-teacher is an individLl Wh; is tc
take a leadershio,, position at the .S4:-:p.p Valley Outdoor

School- for one week and assumes tbe

guiding and teaching a small grouc of childre, fa various

social and educational activities.

A learning activity is a scheduled program event, 'Isu-

ally-lastinor for about two hours, in which the student par-

ticipates to attain specific educational outcomes.

The Stone Valley Outdoor School is a resideint camp to

which classes of elementary students and their teachers

come for a week to participate in a program of_ieducatiónal,

recreational, and social activities that arp

part of their school curriculum.

integral

.

It was assumed that the choices of activities made by

a child in the'experim group were based upon the

child's'intereet in the activities.

A major limitation of this study was tha influem-

.

that thP attitude's, behavior, experience, and,personalities
,

of the counselor-teachers may have 112d upon the students'

learning.
e

12



The problem

effect o choice,of

upon the attainment

ORAFTERII

REVIEW OF LITERATURE),

this study was an investigation of the/

participation in learning activities
a

of the objectives for the activities.

Student inVolvement -in thooiing and,directing learning ac-

IlVitiet

natives

since th

tivers is

id a major emphasis of the new educational alter-

_ plemented in many public and private schools

*late 1960's. -Because interest in-Such alterna-

new, however, little,retearch has been colt-

-ducted to substantiate claims that stuatints participating

in the _ew programs perfort.better than students partici-

vating in traditional programs. For this reason, the
_

followin- review of literature presents ttudies and find-

whi h are related to educationalalternatives and

.student interests, as well as studies concerned with

measured outcomes of outdoor education-experiences.

Research on the following specific topics is pra-
t__

tented in this chapter: student inierests and achieveme

student interests and educational alternatives, educa-,
a

tiomal alternatives and outdoor education, and evaluation

Of resident,outdoor-,education programs.

ud- _t Interests and A h

It is a common assumption among many educators that

ichievement is positively related to student interests and
0

13



that providing a student opportunIties to engage in

learning activities in which he is intere ted will help him

to realize greater learning outcomes from his experience.

If this is true one would then expect that a child can

get the mo t out of school instruction if it is related to

the things he knows, the thirigs he does and the things he

is interested in ' (25:107) In addition, it might i?e

expected that when a person is interested he will invest

more time in the learning expe ience and that this will be

reflected in higher, grades and, therefore, greater

acheivement. (32 199)

With such a widespread belief in these assumptions, as

is eflected'in educational psychology textbooks and in the

new approaches to education such as open schools it is

striking to find so
little'researahdirectly related to the

topic. As Thomas et al. (32:199) pointed out, however,

the as umptians are accepted readily and their validity is

Seldom tested,

.1n one pf the earliest attempts to determine whether

a relationship exists between interests and educational

development, Frandsen (14) administered the Kuder

Preference Record and the USAF Test of General Development

to college sophomores. Results offored substantial support

to the hypotheSis'that interests are.related to achievement

-0
when achievement invollies-performance'over a long-period

<2

of time1

14



Also using college students as subjects, Thomas et al.

(32) compared responses on interest questionnaires with
C

grade point averages. Their findings gave only partial

support to the hypothesis that interes wOuld be related

to higher grades.
4

To investigate the relationship of. interests to school

achievement for high school students, Frandsen and Sessions

(15) compared grade point averages with two different

measures of interest. The results provided evidence that

some students havecongruent interest and achievement

patterns, while others are more highly motivated to achieve

'by-extrinsic faotOrs..

Thefact that external ,motives can obscure the effec

of interest was recognized by Edwards and Wilson (13) in

Ltheir.study ofinterest and achievement in high school

chemistry. Their findings shoWed that when other:variables

related to achievement are,held constant intrinsic inter-

est in science and achievement in chemisty,are related.

Barrilleaux (3) also attempted to relate h gh school

science/achievement to interest and,IQ. Over a period of

ten years he collected overall grade point averages, high

school science grade point averages, IQ scores, and

meaSures of interest from high school students. The

results of his investigation revealed that within an IQ

range of 86 to 139 there is a high, significant; positive

correlation between relative intensity of:science intereSt

and pi.obability of success in high school science.

15



A relationship between science int rest and achieve-

ment was also supported by the findings of Frandsen And

Sorenson (16). Using high schPol students in the tenth

grade as subjects, they compared interest and knowledge, in
dl

the areas of science and- literature. It was reported that,

students who ranked science high among their interests

tended to learn more than eqUally intelligent students who

ranked it as medium or low in intierest,

Bedause- it is closely associated with interests, the

topic of attitudes and their _relationship to achievement is

also pf relevance herein. Ohles (27) contidered. attitudes

'be, internal conditions from-which motivation evolves as

aforce that results in action Ff.em.this viewpoint itt

might be expected that positive attitudec woUld be related

to greater achievement. Research offers variable findings

on the topic.

Neale, Gill, and Tis er (26) undertook a study of

215 sixth graders to investigate relationships between

_attitudes toward school subjects and measures of school

achievement. Attitude, achievement and intelligence

measures were ta4e.n at the beginning and end of the school

year uslng a semantic differential scale. Findings showed

that for boys, Attitude and achievement-were correlated for

scicial studies:, arithmetic, and reading; for girls, a sig-

nificant-correlation was obtained only for reading.

16
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Jackson .and Lahaderne (21), also studying sixth

graders, compared measures of scholastic Success and. gen-

eral attitudei_toWard schOol. The results did not pr vide

any ig-,nificant correlations between the two.

Student Interests and Educational Alternatives

Si ce the beginning of the 1970's there has been a

greatly increasing number of alternative approaches to

education initiated in both public and private schools.

The main thrust of these alternatives is an attempt to make

educatiofl and schooling more student-centered and t

involve the learner as an active participant in'making

decisions about his own education. Content-is viewed more

as a vehicle to the purposes of achieving the desired goals

of schooling: "independence, critical awareness, responsi-

bility to self and sobiety, intelligent decision making

and the capacity for self-fulfillment'" (4:107)

In some instances the alternatives offered are in

terms of the total cantent and structure of the curriculum;

in others only the-approaches-to specific subjects have

been'altered; Because the nature of the content and

-the structure involved in these alternatives is so variable,

the task of :comparatiVe research-is rather difficult.

In a.review of research on nongraded eletentary
.

schools, Pavan ,(28) offered.the follOwing ftndingsi

comparisons of graded and nangraded school students

'ng standardized achievement tests favoethe nongraded

17
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groups; b) many recent studies include a mental health com-

ponent, results of which 'favor nongraded students; c) fewer

children are retained under nongrading; d) nongrading is

beneficial for blacks, boys and underachievers; and

e)-in open-space ,lhools ins- ructian is more individ-

ualized.

Campbe 1 and Chapman 7) investigated dif erences in
a

conceptual learning of subject matter, ;:hanges an interest

in subject matter, and attitudes toward self-directed

learning-to make a :Comparisci*of learner cantrolled and
A

teacher controlled learning nditions. Findings s owed

no signaficant'differencgs etween the groups in term

achievement, bUt the learner controlled7groupdid _show a=,

gnificant'increase in interest in the subject matter by

the end of the Oourse.

Educatjon a d Educational Alternatives

From the point of view whioh Considers outdboreduca

tion to be a methad or, a_particular.kind of approach to

learning,,it may be argued:that itiis somewhat-comparable

to e'of the alternative approaches to education which

now emphasize self-discovery'and direct eXperiences.

These aspects of putdoor education are seen by several.--o

the more prominent leaders in the field as a means of

curl-iculum enrichment. (19,20,29) Smith et al. (29:43)

cite'd several contributions of outdoor education that are

claimed to be offered by many of the newer approaches to

1 8
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learning: stimulation of intete abundance of materials,

and opportunities for exploration and research.

Similarities also exist between outdoor education and

educational alternatives in terms of the role of the

teacher. As .Gross and -Banton pointed out, 'the tole of

the teacher changes from a disperser of facts-tothat-of,

providerofoppottunity for learning. (18:9)

From another point of view, outdoot,education might be

consideted as a 'Content area Ifane agrees with this

viewpoint then it becomes plausible to consider-the bene-

fits that some of the new learning approaches might have

related to resident outdoor education programs.

Davidson (11) investigated such a possibility with fifth

and sixth graders in a resident outdoor program. Pot the

study he divided the students into two camps: one camp was

adult centered and operated accordlng to a fixed schedul

of activities; the other was child-centered and operated

with a flexible schedule. In measuring self-concepts it

was found that there was no significant difference in

growth between the two camps, but the items of positive

change were different for the two groups.

al-uationof asident_Qutdoat_Education Fto

DeOite a gtowing number of research studies concerned-

with Outdoot education, very few involve the evaluation of

the learning outcomes of the resident experience. An over-
.

view of Study topics revealed that most are Concerned-with

19
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program development, administration, or evaluation of atti-
,

tudes of parents, students, and teachers,. Of those which

have investigated-cognitive outcomes, _indings generally

indicate that students make consistent, though not strong,

gains kn knowledge, but 'these gains' are not al,Ways,signifi-
.

cantly greater than those of students who do not partici-
. =.

'pate in the outdoor experiences.

Ball (2) used a test on-a forestry unit to measure

retentian of information one year-following a resident

experience. The test was administered to fifth graders

who participated in a three day resident program. Results

showed that students who participated in the program

eived=highe= scores than'those-who did-not.

Cragg (9) administered a test to measure knowledge of

nature study and vocabulary. The test was '1aken by_stu-

dents before and after a One week resident program. Her

findinga showed that!childreft attending the program made

definite advanoements over those who did not.

.Daniels (10) as part of a .broa0 evaluation af a esi

dent program, measured specific knowledge,' aWarenessp

apprediation', and understanding of national ecological

problems. "A general gain'in specifiC knowledge,was indi-

cated by the findings.

Kaplan (22)- investigated the effectiveness of a resi-

dent autdoor.education experience'on the development of

=learning processes, including the ability-to recOgnize and

identify living organisms and relationships between them.

-20



FollovinS a'one week experience, f fth and sixth grade.

students made signiaficant gains .in identification of

pbj.ects and relationships.; however' the gains were not

significantly,greater than those of a control grop which

remained at Sehool.

Also using fifth and sixtk grade subjects Kaspar (23)

,
invebtigated the- effect of indoor and outdoor settings for

teaching a five week non-resident environmental education

program. From pre- to post-test, the mean total scores

were significantly higher for-the_group taught outdoors.
- _ _



CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES

The purpose-f thia study was to determine .what,effect

-choice of.particiTotiah in,learning a tivitieS hasJupan the

'attainment of.the behavioral objectives specified for .the

activities. To investigate this problem it was necessary

to develop and impleMent in a resident outdoor school a--
,

program of learning actiVities for which behavioral objec-

tiVe6-ware-specified-.--44=was-also_necessary to develop a

tesi-ta-measure_attainment of the objectives of the acti-
.

vities.

ndimslementation of the -PmEET2

,During the four day period

that the program.for thii-study Was implemented, a total of

74 fifth grade students attended the Outdoor School at

Stane Valley. This total represented the membership

--three classes from the same schoal in State College

Pennsylvania. Each of the classeS was heterogeneous in

terms of the sexand academic ability of the students and

all of the students were considered.by the teachers to be

average or above average academically./ No students of low.

ability Were included because they were assigned=to a,

different cluster in school than we e the participants in

the study.

22
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0f-the_74 students who partiCipated in the activities

at the Outdoor.School, only-6.8_were used as subjects since

:six were absent:during ane'or both administrations of the

,test instrumento This total represented 36 studento _ho

participated under an experimental program structure and

N students who partinipAted Under e. Control:structure.

Of the 36 expertmental subjects 15 were from Class A 12

were from .Class B, and. 9. were from Class C. Of the 3=

control.subjectS, 10 were members of Class A, 9 were from.

Clabs Bi.ahd 13 were members of:Class-C.

----Pricr-to-their-arrival_at_the _Outdoor School, stu-

dents were assigned..by their teachers to one af eight small--

learning:groups'o -Bach grol4p consisted of eight or.nine

members and was heterogeneous rn terms of s
?
ex, academic

ability-i-and class membership. Of the eight groups, four

-
Were randomly chosen-ta participate in the program under an

experitental strudtUre while e remaining four partici -

pated in the program under a -control structure.

Students under the cantral program structure remained

in heir .small groups while participating in morning and
7

afternoon_ledrning activities, in evening program activi-
.,

ties, and-While doing capers (cleaning the lodge rais

the flag, setting tables etc. ). Students under-the

experimental structure retained in their small groups only

while participating in evening activities and while.doing

capers; during morning and afternoon learning activity

periCids these students individually chose the a tivities

23



they. wan ed to do andp thus, did not retain in their small

,iroups. Durint.free time botlicontrol and experimental

subjects chose the recreational activities in which they

wanted to pa ticipate.

Secause students under the control structure were rot

given e-choiceof activ4iesi-all tticm 'participated-

in all.of the learning activities of the program. Since;.-

students under the experimental structure were allowed to-

individually choose their activities the rumber partici-

pating in each activity varied. The numbers of those who
c

.actually participated in each activity were as follows:

22 in water ecologn- -din-forest plants, 36 in-the trip to

the graveyard .(which included map and Compass aciiVitits

and 25 in the survival simulation. Those actually pc,rtici-

pating in the-activity are referred to in'the tekt which

follow_ as "experitental participants" in con-rast'tobthe

experimental group: Whic?iincluded everyone in the Mut:-

small learning groups assigned'to the experimental program:,

structure.

plarning,the_pro.-gram. ,Approximately one m nth prior

to the students' attendance at Stone Valley, the tnvesti-

gator and one of the associate directors of the Outdoor

School met with the classroom teachers to discuss the oper-

ation of the resident program. After they were given basic

information regardirg the daily schedule of activities, the

reponsibilities df the staff, nd their role while at the

2 4
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Outdoor Schoo , the teachers were asked to outline the sub-

ject content that the students had been-studying in their

classrooms-over the-year, particularly during ihe spring

and to indicate-the content areas and activities'they

wanted to have included in the Outdoor School program.

The information oiven by the teaChers showed_that all three

clasees had been studying the same subject content during

the year.,

During the week following the initial meeting t e

learning activities for the program were planned. For each

-content area or general type ef'activity that was to be .

included, a set of behavioral obljectiVes was developed and

specific activities were-planned through which these objec-

tives-oould be attained. TheSe activities were thin.incor-

-
porated into two prcigram-schedules, one for.the oontrol

,group and one for the experimental gro-up, For the control

group, only one activity, in'which all students would_

ticipate, was scheduled for each activity period. For the

experimental group, four different activities were sched-

uled for each-period and students were able to ch o e the

one in which they would participate.

ln asecond meeting with the teachers Plans for this

study were discussed dna copiee of the ex erltental and

cOntrol program schedUles and adtivities vere given to the

teachers for'lheir.suggestions ;and approval Copies of.

the schedules may be found in Appendix A.
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The learnfng-activities. Jihough the two program

schedules were diffeent the activitieS and their_ content

yiere the Same. The activities for which attainment of

behavioral objectives was measured included water ecology,

forest plants ja trip to the graveyard (including map and

compass work) and a survival simulation A-brief summary

of ea of these activities follows:

I. Water tcology

The activity began with a brief discussion of
habitats,'horizontal strata, and classification of
aquatic plants. At the water students observed plants
from each strata and compared stems, roots, and
leaves to determine similarities and differences among

, plants in the same, class. Students.also examined the
plants and the areas from which they came- to find
animal life or evidenqe of it. Based oh their obser-
vations and previous knowledge, they discussed inter-
action of plants arid'animals, emphasizing how each
inight benefit'from the other.

II. Forest Plants

The introductory presentation for the activity
was a lecture and discussi-on on plant characteristics
and identification. The discussion was followed by a
hike on which st'udents identified common plants of
the area using nbtes and drawings, provided as field

guides. Several kinds of edible _wild plants were
collected, prepared, and tas.ted, and other plants that
had been identified were discussed in terms of their
usefulness to man and animals.

III. It Trip,to the Graveyard

A demonstratian of how to diagram a:family tree-
-and.a discussion oflprocedures to follow while in the
graveYard and returning from it served as-an intro-
duction to thig activity. Fcillowing this the students
hiked tp the graveyard siteo-about one.adle aWay. .

At thgjraveyard, dtudents COMpleted data-charts and
diagraMMed family trees for the people buried there,

on:the .return hikes students received instruction
in the use of map and compass to .find one's-loCation
and direction ,of traVel to his destination. The
hikerS then 'used the information to,find their-way
back to camp by traveling crOSscountry in:a/single
direction.
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The introduction for this activity was a dis-

CUFS1fl of what a person must have in order to survive

anL_ how these essential needs could be satisfied in a

natural-environment. Taking; with them only a minimum

of survival items, small groups of students were led

into .an area of the woods with which they were hot

familiar and-told that they were lost. Without the

help of th counselor-teacher, each group worked out

a plan fol.- survival according to an instruction sheet

given tothe group's chosen leader0

addition to the preceding ar.tivities, a number o

othar acti ities, for which attainment of objectives was

----2not-te-ted, were included in the.program, Of these o he d,

both the control and experimental groups had opportunity to

participate in Apartment Hunting (Acclimatization)0, Action

Socialization Experience (ASE), and an.Orienteering Race.

Only:the experimental group had opportunities to partici

pate in Perception Points0 Bleck of Soil, Toothpick Hunt

and'100" Hike,-Fossil Hunt, and Homestead Expedition.

Details of the activities and the behavioral objectives

for each are found in Appendix B.

Selection and -aini of_ staff Thepermanent staff
-

t the Outdoor School conSisted of a director two
,

as-ociate directors, and two half- ine.resource assistants0

injaddition to the permanent staff there were 13 people

serving:as counselor-teachers for the week. These persons

wire all volunteers who were recruited from'Education and

Recreation courses at The Pennsylvania State University.

Because many, of the volunteers had mot had previous

expe ience in resident outdoor education, it was necessay,
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to have them parti ipate-in a one day training progr m

prior to the week of the resident experience, This

training progra was conducted by the Investigator and

other members Of the permanent staff at the Outdoor School.

The purpose,of the training was to pro ide an 'orientation

to the facilities and the operation of the program and to

vide an opportunii,y to familiarize the counselors with

the content of the program through participation in the

learning activities which had been:planned for the week,

At the beginning of the training session, all of the

counselor-teachers were given copies of the written

terials listing the behavioral objectives and destribing

the activities in which all of the students would have an

oportunity to participate, Then,:following a brief

introduction to theHOutdoor School, all were taken outside

to participatein the attivities under the leadership of

permanent staff members who exemplified how the activ ties

might be conducted by the counselor-teacher when he or she

assumis le leadership role with the children, In addition

to a _ipating in the exemplary ver ions of activiti s

that -lould be Offered to all students counselor-teachers

who worked with the experimental group participated, in

trailt for leadership of other activities that would be

_

offeri_. anly to the-experimental prog am subjects,

During the training the tounselo.-s were told that the

students woad be divided into two groups and that each

groUp would follow a- different program structure but the
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content of the activities would be the same. They we e not

told directly of the nature of this study, but were

informed that an investigation was being conducted to

determine the effectiveness of the program structures.

the irora While at the Outdoor

School, all of the students fol o ed the same daily

schedule of events, This schedule allotted time for meals,

capers, learning activities, recreational activities (free

time), quiet time after lunch, large group activities in

the evening, a campfire program, and sleep. The time for

learning activities was provided in two-hour blocks9 one

each morning and one each afternoon, and it was for these

periods that the planned activities were conducted

according to the different schedules of the control and

experimental groups. During all other times, the students

shared in the same experiences and had opportunities to

associate with students in o:her learning groups. 1

The learning activity sessions for the control group

wei,J conducted in the following mannerg-, all of the stu-

dents were brought together and given a brief introduction

to thgaotivity by a member of the permanent staff; the

students then separated into their small learnlmg groups

and proceeded to-carry out.the activities for the Session.

Like the control group, the.members f the experI

mental group were brought-together at the.beginning,of each

activity session, Once everyone was present9 the students
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separated into groups according to the choice of activity

which they wanted to participate. In each of the

various activity groups thus formed, a brief introduction

o the activity was given by either a member of the perma-

nent staff or a counselor-teacher, depending on the acti-

vity, and then the group proceeded as directed. Whenever

the number of students participating in an activity was

large, the students were separated 1 to small 6L.oups of no

mo:ce than eight or nine and one or two counselor-teachers

were assigned to work with each group.

With the exception fternoon of the first day,

choices for activities were made the day before they were

to occur. The only condition made upon choices was that no

activity could be chosen more than once. Students were

made aware on the first day that almost all of the acti-

vities were offered two or three times so that they would

have a chance to partiCipate in all of those that they

might want. Records were kept of the activity choices made

by-each student-throughout the week.

To maintain some control over the instruction given

to both groups, each. permanent staff member was responsible

for ane type of a tivity, such as water ecology, survival

simulation, etc. , and was present to give the introduction

and explanation of the-activity each time it -as offered to

either of the groups., This helped to some degree to insure

that for .each of the content areas tested on the study

3 0



instrument, both control and experimental students

received the sate inform tion and directions for ac-

vities.

The leadership for the participation of the chdren

in the learning activities was the responsibility of the

counselor-teacher(s) assigned to work with the students.-

In the Control group, each counselor-teacher worked with

the same small learning grou for the entire week. In the

experimental group, each counselo- teacher was assigned to

work with ane activity rather than a articular group

during eaCh activity period. Since the choices durirg .

each activity riod differed, the counselor-teachers did

get to lead diI_)rent activities throughout the week, but

did not work consistently with the same group of students.

To eliminatethe possibility that students in the

experimental program would base their activity choices on a

desire to be with a particular counselor, the assignments

of counselor-teaChers to activities were not made knOwn

to the studerts-before the activities were conducted.

Development_of the Test Instrument

The -instrument used in this study was awritten,

Objective test developed by the investigator. The purpose

of the test was to measure the,students' attainment of the

behavi-ral objectives specified for four learning acti-

vities in whiCh both the control and experlmental groups

participated.
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Basis for development. The development of the te

was necessary because no jnstruments previously used for

evaluating cognitive outcomes of environmental education

programs were suitable for the purposes of this study.

The reason for this was that the objectives of the resident

outdoor school activities were very specific and, there-

fore measremant of The att inment of the objectives

required an instrument that would specifically test for

each objective.

The completed instrument consisted of a to al of ten

questions, each of which measured the attainm6nt of one

behavioral objective. This total included questions for

all but ane of the objectives for the four activities

(which included five content areas) and thus, covered

almbst the entire ecop- of content that the activities

were Intended to communlcate. The ane objective for which

no question was developed involved the performance of a

perceptual-motor skill (estimating a distance by pacing)

which could mat be practically included in the test.

Each question was presented difrlrehtly on the test

in order to obtain responses that le4,uld be the.mostappro-

priate measure of the attainment of the objectives. By

thus using tha format that was:most applicable in each

situation and ba ing questions directly an the behavioral

objectives, face validity for the instruMent was estab-

lished.
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The test questions0 The ten questions an the test can

be grouped into five sections, each section consisting of

questions covering the objectives of ane content area.

Each question tested for the attainment of only one behav-

ioral objective. Listed below are che objectives and test

questions; see Appendix C for a copy of the complete test.

Section Water Ecology

Three objectives were specified for the water

ecology activity; they were tested by questions 1

and 3 on the test.

Objective: To classify macroscopic water p ants as

being floaters, emergents, or submergets.

Question 1: A cross-sectional diagram of a lake and

eight various kinds of plants within it is shown,

Students are asked to list in groups the plants which

go together. Three groups are to be formed using

each plant in only one group.

Objective: To describe one s ructure characteristic

of the plants in each class of aquatic plants (emer-

gents, submergents ? floaters) that determines why the

plants are grouped together :xi their class.

Question 2: Students are asked to refer to the groups

created in the first question and to tell one or two

ways in which all of the plants in the same group are

alike.

Objective: To list three ways in which plants may be

used by anitals in a water envimmmant.

Question 3: Students-are directed to list three dif-

ferent things which plants can provide for animals

in an aquatic environment.

Section II: Forest Plants

Questions 4 and 5 tested for the attainmen- of

the two objectives for the'forest plants activity..

Objective: To identify three edible wild plants and

state which part(s) of those plants can be eaten.

Question,4: Pictures-of six wild plants and their

pompon names are,shown an the test page. Subjects

are directed to circle three plants that are edible

and under each tell, which part(s) can'be. eaten.
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Objective: To identify two plants that may be.used by

man or animals for something other than food and to
state the specific uses of each.

Question 5: Pictures of six wild plants and their
common names are given. Directions are_to circle two
plants that are useful to man and/or animals for
something other than food and to state the way(s)
kh which each is useful.

-Section III: Graveyard

One objective for the trip to the gra_eyard
activity KAE3 tested in cuesticn

Objective: To construct a family tree based on infer-
encesfrom data collected from tombstones in a grave-.

yard.

uestion 6: A list of na .eso with dates of birth and
death for each, is presented as hypothetical-data
which might be collected from tombstones in a grave-

yard. Below this liSt is a skeletan of a diagram of
a family tree for three generations, Students are
-asked to complete the tree by putting names from the
list where they would appropriately belong.-

Section IV: Map and Compass

Questions 7 and 8 tested for the at
the two map and compass objectives.

Objective: To Oalculate the distance from one point
to another on, a map by using the scale.

Question 7: A map drawn to a scale of two inches for
each mile is presented, SubjcIcts are given ruler-
and asked to figure the actual distance between two
points named an'the map.

Objective: To list in order the procedures ane woad
follow in using a map and compass to determine the
direction from one place to another.

Question 8: Explanations are given of the first two
steps one must take-when using a map and-compass tb
determine the direction from one place to another.
Students must give theremaining step.
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Section V: Survival Simulation

The two objectives specified for the survival
simulation were tested in questions 9 arid 10,

Objectivel To list the three essential needs a
son must.satisfy in order to survive.

Question 9: From a list of seven items students must
circle the threl which are essential to human sur-
vival,

Objective: To name or describe at lea t two ources
or means of obtaining water, food, and warmh in the
wilderness.

Question 10: .A list of five methods Of obtaining
water in outdoor areas where noloumps, wells, or
faucets are available is presented. Students are
asked to indicate which two of the five are methods
of obtaining water that would,be safe for drinking.

Scoring the test. To facilitate comparisons of the

results, the test sections were equally worth 15 points

each, making the total possible on the test 75 points.

The actual point values'awarded for responses varied with

the questions, but, overall, were assigned so that they

were spread as evenly and fairly as'possib e over the

questionz in each section.

A scoril key which included correct answers and
. ,

point values was used by the investigator and an assistant

to sccre all of the tests, (See Appendix C.) The values

possible for responses were as followst

Question 1. Each correct grouping was a arded two
points.

Question 2. For each.group for which at least one
common characteristic was identified, two points
were.awarded,

Question 3 -h correct response received one poin
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Question 4. Each correct name circled received ane
point; each correct listing of edible parts received
two points.

Question 5. Each oorrect_naMe circled received ane
point; each correct description of use(s) was
awarded i -) points.

Question 6, Correct completion of the famil, tree was
awarded 15 peints; if incomplete-, one puin6 was
awarded for each name correctly placed and two points
were given for eAch completed generation.

Question 7. Six points were awarded for the correct
answer.

Question 8. Nine points were awarded for a complete,
correct response; if incomplete, six points were given
for telling how to manipulate the compass and three
points were given for telling how to read the direc-
tion,

Question 9
paints.

Each correct response Was awarded three

Question 100 Each corre t response was awarded three
points0

Measuremen ent of 0bectives

Administration of the test0 The test was adminis ered

to all of the subjects in their classrooms once dur ng the

week immediately prededing and once during the week immed-

iately following their experience at,the Outdoor School.

On both occasions the, ,.st was administered by the inves-

tigator to each class. Only one dass at a time was

tested and the classroom teacher did not remain in the r_om

throughout the test period. Each class was tested in the

morning and allowed 25 minutes to work an the-test,



Students were allowed to ask questions of the investigator

during the test and those students who had difficulty

reading were given assil ance.

Treatment of -he dat For bath ,the control and

experimental groups, mean scores an the pretest --d pas-

test administrations of the instrument were calculated for

each section and for the total of all sections. Because

many members of the experimental group did not choose to

participate in all of the activities for which attainment'

of objectives was "sted, mean scores for each section were

calculated twice, once using the scores of all stl'idents in

the experimental group and once using anly the scores of

those who participated in the activity for which the

section tested. These studenp are referred to in the

tables and text as experimental participants.

Since three different classes: Were represented by the

study population, a one-way analysis of variance among

pretest scores and- among posttest scores was computed for

the control,group, for the experimental group, and for the

experimental participants. The analyses were done by

computer using the ANOVES program from,the Statistical

Program Packcze (STPAC) at the Liberal Arts Data Labora-

tory of The Penn8ylvania State University. The signifi-
e.

cant variancesfound were tested with the Scheffe S test

(8 9 ) for differences between means0



Using a t-test for correlated data (6181) the dif-

ferences between the mean scores on the pretest and the

posttest administrations of the instrument for the control

group were tested for significance, The same test was also

made for the experimental group, once using the mean scores

for the entire sample and once using only the mean scores

of those who partici ated in the acti

questions tested.

To test for a significance of difference between the

ns of the control and experimental groups, a t test for

independent samples (6175) was used. The te t was made

for mean pretest scores, mean posttest score and for

mean change from pretest to posttest. Comparisons were

made first using the entire population of each group, then

again using the entire control group but only the par ci-

pants from the experimental group.

A graphic presentation of the ranges of mean scores

for the cantrol group, the experimental group, and for

the experimental
participants was also included for pur-

poses of comparing the pretest and posttest levels of and

the amount of changé in attainment of the objectives,

which the



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to determine whd -ffect

choice of participation in learning activitieS, aa upon the

attainment of the objectives for the activities. The

results of this investigation are presented 'here in the

following sections: attainment of objectives prior to the

outdoor school experience, attainment of objectives

foilo7ing ,Ale outdoor school experie ces changes in attain-

ment of objectives Trior'to and following the outdoor

schol experience, and-comparis na of the ranges of man
N

ac r s prior to and following-t_eioutdoor school

expe ience.
i

A Objectives nor to the

When attainment of objectivea was measured prior to

th outdoor school eXperiencel there were no significant

differences between the mean scores of the control,grot,

,who were ,not given a choice of activities, and mean score

of the experimental group, who, were allowed to choose-the

.activities-in which they participated. Likewise, thpre

were no signifidant differences found when meanscorps'of

,the control group an each section were compared with the.-

respective mean scores of only those membersof the experi-

mental group who actually participated, -in the activities.
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TABLE I

VALUES OF a'FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRETEST MEAN

SCORES OF CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

Conrol and
Experimental

Control and
Experimentald
Participants

0. 7 1.06 0,70 0.L0

1000 1.20 0.70 0.40 1.20

0,67

A t value of 2.'00 was needed for significance (df=66) on

air control and experimental group comparisons and on

comparisons of control group and experimental partici-

para;s an Sections III,and IV; for other comparisons

of control group and experimental particivants, a t

value of 2.'01 was needed on Section I (df=52.), A value

.of 2.02 an Sectran Ii.(df=42 ) and a value of 2.01 an

Section y (df--55). All valu's are for dignificance'

at the .05 level,.

See Table III for mean scores.

Section I is Water Ecalogy, 11 is Forest Plants, III

Grayeyard, JV is Map and Compass, V is-Survival.

Participants are-members of the:experimantal group)who

actually participated in the activities for which

objectives were tested in:each'saction.

4 0



With one exceptionr.there were also no significant

differences amo he mea scores of the three classes

witri -experimental control groups prior to the

outdoor school program. The one exception was the signifi-

_cant difference found among the means of the classed within

the control group on the test section which- easured

.attainment of the objectives for the graveyard activity.

The difference was con med by the. Scheffe S testg, See

rlible 'II.

The measur-s
-

attainment of the, behavioral objec-

tives of the activities prior to the outdoor school program

were generally low; mean scores for each 'section and for

'the:test as a whole were lesS.than one-half of the-values

poSsible. See Table III.

,For the control group, :he lowest mean score, 3,38,

was obtained an the map and compass section of the test,

while the highesi score, 7.59, was obtained an the survival

questions. The lowest mean for the experimental group and

the experimental participantS, 3.67 was also obtained an

the map and-compass questions. Highest means,,however

were obtailled an the forest plants section of the testl

7.53 for tke 1.,,erimental group as a whole and 7.92 for

the experimental- parLicipants only.

Individual scores and the ranges of scores on each

section are found in Appendix D.
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TABLE II

DIFF RENCES AMONG PRETEST MEAN SCORES

OF THE THREE CLASSESa

Group and 1,

Test .Sectionu
,/kmang

SS
Within

SS
F Ratioe

Classes within
Control Group

Section I 84.4 862.4 1.418
59.3 347.9 2.472,4

III 423.1 1088.9
IV 11.6 271.9 0.618
V 20.9 554.8 0.546

TOTAL 752.1 4064.8 2.683

-Classes within,
Experimental Group'.

Section .I : 17308 832,2 3.446e;
II 24.1. 310.9 1.279
HT. 111.7 .1457.0 1.266.
IV 2.4 3056 0.130
V 37.4': 480.7. 1.282:

TOTAL 29.5 4377.5 -0-.111,

Classes within groups o
Experimental Participant

Section I 70.7 440.-V 1.525
II 2.3 88,6

111.7 1457.0 1.266
IV -2.4 305.6- 0.130
V 38.0. 384.7 1,086

Caass means are in Table XIV in Appendix D.

,Seation I is Water Edology.IIHis Forest Plants) III is.
Graveyard,. IV is Map and Compass0, V is Survival-. ,

Determined by a.ane-way analysis of vexianee.

Significant at the .01 level F75.42, df=2929

Significant- at the .05 levell- F=3.29,- df=2433

Participants are' members of-the experi_ental, group who_
adtually Participated in the activities for which
objedtives were tested in'each -section..
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TABLE III

MEAN SCORES OF ATTAINMENT OF OBJECTIVES

PRIOR TO THE RESIDENT EXPERIENCE

Group

Cortrol
N=32)

Experimental 5.33
(N=36)

Experimentalb 4,64
Participants (N=22)

-609

Test Sec ion
II III ' IV

35

TO al

6.66 5.25 3.38 c7.59 28097

.53 4.08 3.67 6.42 2700

7.92 , 4.08 301.67, 6.24

N=I2) (N=36) N=36) N=25)

Sectian I is Water Ecology, II is Fprest Plants,

Graveyard, IV is Map and Compa so V is Survival.

Participants are members of the experimental group who

actually participated in the activities for which

objectives were tested.
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ont of Ob ectives Following the

u o Sc oo Experience

When measures of attainment of the objective Were,

36

.obtained, following the outdoor school program, no signifi-

Cant differences were foUnd between-the experimental group,_

who were 'allowed to chooSe their
actiVities, and the oon-

trol group, who were given no Choice of activitiesi This'

was also true when the control.group's-memn scores on each'

.section were Compared with therespective scores of the

experitental 'Participants. See Table IV,

Among the measures of attainment of objectives of the

three classes within the Control and experimental grouPs

following the outdoor school experience, only one signifi-

Cant difference was found. The F- value of 3.89 for class

means of the experimental group-on the survival sec.lon

of the test waS significant at the .05 levp1 of proba-

bility. Howeve this difference was not confirmed by, the _

Scheffe S test. See Table V.

All of the measures obtained following the outdoor

school experience were higher than the corresponding

measures of attainment prior to the program, See

Table VI. For the control group, the highest mean postt

score was 11.06 for the forest plants section of the test.

For the experimental_group anCthe experimental partici-

pants, the highest mean score was obtained on the survival

section of the test, the means being 10092 for the entire

group and 12,00 for the participants only.
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TABLE IV

VALUES OF ta_ FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN POSTTEST MEAN
.

SCORES OF CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

Groups
TeSt Section

IV
Total

Control and
ExperiMental

0.72 1.65 0.43 0.94 '0.69 0.30

Control and
Experimentald 0.07 0 06 0.43 o. 4
Participants

a A t value of 2.00 was needed for s gnificance (dP-66) an
alT control and experimental group comparisons and on /
comparisons of Control group and experimental partici-
pants on Sections III and IV; for other comparisons of
control group and experimental participants, a t value
of 2.01 was needed on Section I (df=52), a valife7 of 2.02
on Section II (df=42), and a value.of 2.01 on Section V.
(df=55). All values-are for significance at the .05
level.

See Table VI for mean scor

Section I-is Water Ecology, II is Forest-Plants, III is
-Graveyard, IV is Map and Compass, Vls_SurviValo

=

Participants -are :Members of the experimental grOuP who
abtually participated in the adtivitieS for which:
objectiVes were tested:in each sectiOn.
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TABLE V

DIFFERENCES AMONG P0STTEST4EAN SCORES

OF THE THREE CLASSESa

8

Group and
Test'Sectionu

Among_.
SS:

'Within
SS F Ratio

Classes within;
Control Grouk!

Section '.i .

-43,0 878-.9 0.710
II 10,8 223,1 '0.704
III 179.1 1524.9 . 1.703
IV 10.3. 542.9. ..0.276
V

TOTAL
29.5

291,0
455.3
6051.7

0.941
0,697

Classes within
Experimental Group

,

Section 1 6,Q ,1194.7. 0.083
II 6.4 266.4 0.393
III- 48.0 1854-.2 o,427
iv 21.2 471.6 0.740,
V 69.2 293,6 3,886"

TOTAL 96.4' 6355.5, 0.250.

Classes within groups of
eExperimental Participants

Section 36.2 594.8
II 9.8 78.2

_0.577
0.563

III 48.0 1854.2 0.427
IV 21.2 471.6 0,740
V 21.5 140.6 1.679

Class Means are in Table .XV in'Appencilix D.

.Sectian.q-is Water Ecology, II is Forest Plants, III is
Graveyard, IV-is Map and Compass, V is SurviVal.

Determined by a one-way analysis of variance.

Significant at the .05 levels, F=3.29, df=2,33

Participants are members of the experimental group who
actually participated in the activities_for which
objectives were tested in each section.
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TABLE VI

MEAN SCORES OF ATTAINMENT OF OBJECTIVES

FOLLOWING THE RESIDENT PROGRAM

Group
Test Section

V

Control 9.06 11.06 7.00 6.66 10.31 44.09

(D1=32)

Experimental 8.08 9.92 8.22 5.75 10.92 43.66

(1436)

ExperJmental
b

8.95 11.00 8.22 '5.75 12.00-

Participants N=22) (N=12) N=36) N=36) (N=25)

Section I is Water Ecology3 II is Fo est Plants, III is

Graveyard, IV is Map and Compass, V is Survival.

Participants are members of the oxperimental group who

actually participated in the activities for which

objectives were tested in oach section.
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Tha lowest mean score for the control group was 6.66

and was obtained Oh the map and compass section of the

test. This section was-also the one on which the experi-

mental group and experimental participants received their

lowest mean, 5.5

Individual scores and ranges of scores on the pcs te t

are found in Appendix D.

Cha:esjn AttaInment of Ob ectives Prior to a d

tIn general, almost all of the gains in measures of

attainment of objectives prior to ad following the outdoor

school_program were sgn.ficant for the control group, for

the experimental group and for the experimental partici-
\

pants. However differences between the control and

experimental groups in the ameunts of gain were not

significant.

For the contrOl group and the experimental par i

pants the mean values of change were significantly dif..

feren .on one Section.of the- test. A t value,of 2,36 on

'the survival section was significant at the 05 level of

probability. See Table VII.

On all but one section', t values for the diffnrences

between scores of the, control group prior to and following

-the outdoor school experience exceeded_the-2.75-value

needed for significance at the .01 level. The one excep-

tion was thevalUe for the graveyard section which did not

reach significance at all. See Table VIII.
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TABLE VII

VALUES OF ta FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN CHANGEb

FROM PRETEST TO POSTTEST

Groups
Test Sectlon

II III IV:
Total

Control and
Experimental

0004 1.96 1.18 1.24

Control and
Experimentald 1.00 0,87 1.18 1.24 .310

Participants

o.54

A t value of 2,00 was needed for signl_icance (df=66) on
all comparisans of control and experimental groups and
on comparisons of control group and experimental partic-
ipants on Sections III and IV; for other comparisons of
control group and experimental participants, a value of
2.01 was needed on Section r(df=52), a value of 2.02

on Section II (df=42), and a value of 2.01 on Section V
(df=55). All values are for significance at the .05
level.

See Table IX for mean cha
=-

Section- I is Water Ecology, ILL Forest Plants, III is
Graveyard, IV is Map and Compass V is Survival,

-d Participants are members of experimental'group who actu-
ally-participated in.the activities for which objectives
were tested in each section.

W.gnificant at the .05 level:. t2.01, d1=55
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TABLE VIII

VALUES OF t FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN

PRETEST AND POSTTEST MEAN SCORES

Group
Test ,Sectiona

II III IV
Total

Control 5.19b 1.95 4.2213 2.70 7.50b

N=32)

perimental- 3. 2.16d 3.75c 3.63c 6.15-- 9.32

(N=36)

Experimentalv, 422e 2,36' 3.75c 3.63, 6.95g

Participants" (N=22) N=12) 36) N=36) P-25)

a SectionI. is Water- Ecologyl II is.Forest plantsv III is
Graveyard, IV is Map and'Compass, V is Swvival.

Significan. at the,001 t=245, df;-31*

Significant at the 41 2,73 df=35.

a Significant at the-.05aevel; t=2.03 df=35
,

Significant at the *01 level; t=2.83 df=21

Significant at thw 005 level;

nificamt-a-the .01 levelt t=2.80, df=24

-h Participants.are.members of the'enerimental-group-10Z-
-actuallyparticipated-Inth#-activities for which
eibjectiVes were teSted in each section* ,

5 0
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The values of t for the experi ental group were ig-
_

nificant for all Sections of the test as well as the total.

For the forest plants section, significance was reached at

the .05 level of probability, but for all other sections.

the level was .01.

As was true for the'entire group of experimental b-

jects, the groups of experim ;al particlpants for each

activity exhibited significant increases in measures taken

p ior to and following the outdoor school program.

The mean changes in scores obtained prior td and

follo ing the outdoor school experience are repbrted in

Table X. Fo: the control group, the greatest amount of

change wAS:recorded for the forest plants section-for

which the ilean value was_41,407----ibe least amount-of

change-,--f;75 points, was reported for the graveya c-

-
tion of the test. For the total test -the mean value of

-change was 15.120\

For the scores the experimental group, th e greatest

amount of change was recorded for the sUrvival section of
\

'the test, for which the.mean amount of change was

A low value of.a.OB was the reported amount of change for

map and compass sectidn. On the test as a whole.

\

scores increased by a mean Value?of 16.4)



) TABLE IX

MEAN CHANGE IN ATTAINMENT 9F OBJECTIVES

FROM PRETEST-TO POSTTEST

414-

Group
Test Section

I III -

Control 2.97 f.iO
(N=32) ---

Experioantal- 2.92 2.39

gxperimental: 4.31 3.08
Participants (N=22. ) (N=12)

Total

1,75 3.28 2,72 15,12

4.14 2.08. 4.50 ,16 03

4.14 2.0 56,76----

(N=36) (N=36 )__(1165)

Section I is Vater-Ecology, II is Yorest Plants, III
Graveyard IV is Map and Cmpass' V is Survived.

Participants are metbers of the experimental group Who
actually participated in the activities for which
objectilqs were tested in each section.



When the amount of change was considered only

members of the experimental group whc; participated in the

activities, the highest value was the_5 76 point increase

reported for the survival section.. The lowest mean value

wAs the 2.08 increase observed ot the map and Compass

section.

Comparisons of the Ha es of /lean Scores P and

Whores the foregoing sections have discu ed the

significance of the-differences between the various means,

.comparisakd among the three groups on,their perfól-mance as

to location of mean:scores along the continuup'of podstble

scoring for each section of the test prollides additional

Insights. .1t is recognized that u_ -ferences between means

f the control and experimental groupd were net signifi6.

cant, as previously discussed; thus, most differences noted

this' section are arithmetical and locational in nature.

Explanatory discussion is 'primarily based upon program

observations during.the study.

On thecwater 'ecology section of-the te t the'greater

range of the means of the experimental participants may be

explained by the fact that their.pretest mean score was

more than a point lo-wer than that of the control group-

while the difference between the poettest means of.the two

groups was only 0.i1. See Figure 1.

ForHthe forest plants objectives, the control group,

had,a greater range of measwes of attainment ef _b e-tives
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Control
N=32)

Experimental

EITerimental
Participants
(N=22)

Fig

\ 9, 9.06
1 1

'5.33 $.08

-8.954.64

Range of Sec es

Range of Mean4Measures 0f Attainment of
Water Ecology-Objec ives

1 5

Control
(N=32)

Experimentall
(N=36) 1.

Experimental
Participant's
(N=12)

6.66-

7.53- 9.92

Ii.00

_

6 9

Range of Scores
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e 2. 'Rang of ,Mean Measures of Attanment of
For t Plants Objectives

5 4
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due to the fact that they had b thalower pre est mean and
a higher posttest mean than the entire experimental group
and the experimental participants. The diff rences in
ranges, however, are probably explained by the small num-
bers of participants in the activity from the experimental
group. See Figure 2.

The greater range of means shown by the experimental

participants for the graveyard activity may also be

-attributed to a pretest mean score that was lower and a
posttest mean score that was higher than the comparable

sr;ores of the control group. One possible explanation
for this is that members of the experimental group went
to the graveyard on different days and in smaller groups
than did members f the control group who all went on the
.sdme day and thus spent less

the activity.. See Figure 3,

While the range in mean

time in the graveyard doing

scores for the map and compass
objectives sliras arithmetically higher-for the control group
than for the experimental participants, which included all
of tRe 'experimental group, both groUps had relatively small
ranges when compared with the possibilities for increases

frpm pretest scores. Why scores on this section were so
low both prioi: to and following the outdoor school exper-
ience may be explained by these factors: 1) most students

were unfamiliar with the use of a map and compass prior to
the 'outdoor school program, alid 2) during the program,

instruction in the use of a map and a compass was given
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Control
(N=32)-

Experimental
(N=36)

Experimental
Participants
(N=36)

5. 7.00

4.08 8.22

_

3 6 9 12 15

Range of Scor'es

Figure 3 Range of Mean Measures of Attainment Of
A Trip to the Graveyard Objectives

Control
(N=32)

6.66

Experimental 3.67 5.75
(N=36)

Experimental
Participants
(N=36)

3.67. 5.75

I _ 1

Range of Score

12 15

Figure Range of Mean Measures of Attainment of
Map and Compass Objectives
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during the same activity-period as the trip to the grave-

,yard and this did not allow a sufficient amount of time and

experience for students to attain the objectives of the

activity. See Figure 4.

For the survival sec ion, the experlmen al partici-

,

pants again had a greater range of mean scores prior to and

following the outdoor school experience than the control

.group because their pretest mean score was lower and their

posttest mean score ,,sras higher, The actual numerical value

of the range was the greatest.for.any of the test sections.

One explantion for the higher posttest scores and amounts

or gain on this section is that this activity, unlike the

others required the:students to car'ry out written instruc-

tions and Perform several tasks without the assistance or

verbal instrUction of thecounselor-teacher. See Figure 5.

On the test as a whole, the range-in mean scores from

pretest to posttest for both the control and expe_mental

groups is relatively small in comparison to posSible

increases.-for both of OVer 45 ,points See Figure 6.

The fact that only very small,drithmetic difference0

between the control and experimental groug:total scores

were observed is contrary to expectation because not all

members the experithental grouP-partidipated in ail

the aoti ties for which objectives were tested. Jt ie'

possible however, that communicatIon among the students

may account for the observed increase in scores for those,

students who did t'aetUally participate in the activities.
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Control
(N=32)

EXperimen 1
(N=36)

EXperimental
'Participants
(N=25)

7.59

6.42

6 z4

10.31

10.92

12.00

_ _ _

6 9 12

Range of S o es

Figure 5 Range of Mean Measures of Attainment of
Survival Objectives

Control
(N=32)

Experiment l
N=36)

28 97 44.09

27.03 430o6
I

Range of S o es

Fgurc 6. Range of Mean Measures of Attainment of
Objectives for All Activities



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study was conducted for the purpose of deter-

mining what effect choice of participation in learning

activities has upon the attainment of the behavioral objec-

tives speeified for those activities. Presented in this

chapter are summaries of the procedures and the findings

of the investigation, conclusions, discussion and implica-

tions, and recommendations for further research.

Sum- ary Procedures

The first -tep in'the developMent of the program was

to plan the objectives and activities based on information

from the classroom teachers. Once the objectives and

activities were developed, they were scheduled into the

outdoor school program in two different ways. Under one

schedule, that which is usually followed and the one in

which the control group participated, only one activity was

offered during each learning activity period, All of the

control studLnts participated in the same activity at the

same time and were given no choice of activities. Under

the other schedule, in which the experimental group partic-

ipated, four different activities were offered during each

activity period and students were allowed to 'choose the

one in which theY would participate each period.
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Tha instrument used to measure the attainment of the

_obje-tives- was a written, objective test which consisted of

ten questions, all of which wer based directly on the

objectives of the activities. It was administered to the

subjects in their classrooms during the week before and

during the week after the outdoor school experience. For

purposes of making comparisons, the test was scored by

sections- each -section consisting of,Ruestions covering

-a different content area. Comparisons were made between

the entire control group and the entire experl_ental group

and between the entire control group and members of the

experimental group who had participated in .the activity

for which objectives weretested. Comparisanswere,also

made within eachgroupkbe ween pretest and posttest'

scores.

_ummary o- Findin s

The results of _he study may be sUmmarized as followst

1. Significant gains on all sections of the test were

made by all of the groups with ane exception. The con+rol

group failed to exhibit a significant increase in attain-

ment of objectives from pretest to posttest an-the section

whioh tested for-the objectives of the trip to the grave-

yard.

There -e e no significant differences between the

measures of attainment-,of theobjectiyes Tor the experi-

mental-grou- who were given a choice of activities,-and

6 0
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the control group, who had no choice, prior to the outdoor

school experience. The same was also true for the measures

of attainment for the control group and the experlmental

participants.

3. There were no si nificant differences among the

measures of attainment of objectives for Classes A, B, and

C within the experimental group or within the groups of

experimental participants for the activities prior to the

program. The only significant difference found among the

three classes within the control group occurred on the

section which tested for the objective of the trip to the

graveyard.

4. There were no significant differences between

measures of attainment of objectives for the control group,

who had no choice of activities, and the expe imental

group, who were given a choice of activities, following the

Stone Valley program. ,Also there were no significant dif-

ferences between the measures of attainment for the control

group and the experimental participants, those members of

the experimental group who actually participated in the

various activities.

5. No significant d fferences were found among the

measure's of attaiment of the objectives of Classes A0 B,

and C within the control group, within the experimental

group, or within the groups of experimental participants

for each activity following the outdoor school experience.

6 1
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6. -Tests for sig_ ficance of diffe_ence between

groups in the amouht of change in attainment of objectives

from pretest,to posttest yielded only -one siEnificnnt

value. The amount of change fOr the experimental partici-

pants, who chose and participated in the activity, Was

greater than the change for the control group who had no

choice, on the test sec ion covering the sixvival objec-

tives.

Conclusion

Om the basis of the results of this study and within

the limitations thereof, the following may be concluded:,

although significant learning takes place, allowing stu-

dents in a resident outdoor education program to choose

from sevdral alternatives the activities in which they

participate has no greater effect Ilpon their attainment of

the objectives for the activities than not allowing them a

choice. The hypothesis for the study, t at students given

a choice of parti ipation in activities exhibit gxeater

attainment of the objectives for the activities than stu-

dents who are given no choice, must be rejected.

Discu- ion and Implication

1. There are several reasons which may account for

the fact that no si nificant differences were found between

the control subjects and those students who were allowed to

choose-their activities:
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a. It _ _ possible that choices of activities -ade

by the students in the experimental group- ere not based on

interest, but rather an the desire to be with friends or to

be able to go wherever the activity was being conducted.

b. The length of time for the study may have been

too short for any noticeable change to be detected. The

studies of Frandsen and others (14,15t 16) and of

Barrilleaux (3) found achievement related to interests

among high School students who had.had,time to develop

interests and pursue them academically.

c. It is also posbible that the intere ts of the

cant ol group in the activities was higher and, therefore,

their attention during the activities and their learni

was as great or greater than that of the experimental

group.

d. The nature of the outdoor school program itself

may account for some of the lack of differences shown.

The activities are quite different from those in a °lase-

room, allowing students a greater .opportunity to discover

and question for themselves, arid as Smith et al. (29)

.con-:.end, this method of dire t learning is more effective

than classrOom situations in which much of the learning is

clictated by the teacher.

e. Results of the testing following the program may

have been influe , ed by preVious knowledge of the test due

to administration of the same inst--ent prior to the

outdoor school experience,
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f. The fact that counselor-teachers were allo ed no

choice of activities which they led may have influenced

their interest and effort which, in turn, may have influ-

enced the interest, attention, and cooperation of the

students in carrying out the activities.

2. The use of behavioral objectives ir developing and

-evaluating the learning activities was effective in that

they clarifiedfor both the staff ind the students the

specific learning that was to take place0 l'he fact that

students, as a whole0.received significantly higher scores

on a test designed sPecifically to measure attainment

the objectives of the-activities in which they participated

offers good support for the contention that behavioral

objectives are valua:ble educational tools which can and

should be applied in outdoor education program

Recommendations for Further Reqearch

To further investigate the problem proposed in'this

study, it is recommended that the following be considered:

1. Extend the length of the program, possibly by

including activities on the school site or field trips

prior to and following the resident experience.

20 Run the program at two different camps simul-

taneously with the control program schedule followed at

one camp and the experimental schedule at another.

3 Survey the students to determine their interests

and develop activities based on them. Implement these

6 4



activitIes in a re ident program with others in which stu-

dents have not shown interest, and compare the learning

in the activities under oondtions of choice and no choi e.

4. Run,each of the program schedules on different

weeks with different subjects but using Lhe same staff

and facilities.

5. Run an experimental program which Involves the

students in decision-making throughout the entire s hedule

and not just during the learning activity periods.

t,
4
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APPENDIX

TIE DAILY SC DULE

PROaRAMS OF AC IVITIES
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THE DAILY SCHEDULE

MORNING

7:15 Wake Up

745 Hoppers; Flag Rai ing

8:00 Breakfast

9:30 Morning Activity Period

1145 Hoppers

12:00 Lunch

AFTERNOON

1:00 iQuiet Time

2:00 Afternoon Activity Period,

4:15 Free Time

5:15 Hoppers

530 Supper

EVENING

6:30 Log Time (With Teachers)

7:30 Evening Activity

8:45 Snacks and Campfire

9:30 Bedtime
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SCHEDULE OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES
FOR THE CONTROL GROUP

TUE DAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Morning Morning Mornin Morning

Arrival

Orientation

Discovery
Hike

Forest
Plants

Water
Ecology

Survival
Simulation

Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon

Action
Socialization
EXperience

Graveyard

Map and
Compass

Apartment
Hunting

Departure
/

Evenillg

Dusk Hike

Astronomy

Evening Evening Evening

Barn
Party

Orienteering
Race

7 2
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SCHEDULE OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES
FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

TUESDAY W D E DAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Morn4....ng Morning Morning Morning

ASE
Fossil Hunt
Homestead
Orienteering

Race

Arrival
Orientation

, Chooze
ActivitiPs

for
Afternoon

Discovery
Hike

ASE
Water

Ecology
Block of

Soil/
Terrarium

Toothpick
Hunt

00" Rike

Apartment
Hunting

Forest
Plants

Toothpick
Hunt

100" Hike
Homestead

Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon

Apartment /
Hunting

Water
Ecolo y

Graveyard
MapecCompass
Perception

Points

Forest
Plants

Survival
Simulation
Perception

Points
Block of

Soil/
Terrarium

Graveyard/
Map & Compass
Survival
Simulation
Fossil Hunt
dater

Ecology

Departure

Evsning Evening Evening

Parachute

Astronomy

Barn Part Dusk Hike

7 3
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Activity: Water Ecology- .

Objectives.: By the end of- the activity, the student should
be able. to

'clasSify macroscopic water plants as being float-
ers, emergents, or submergents:-
2, describa'one structure characteristic Of the

-plants in each class that determines why the plants
are put in their class;
3.. list three-ways in which plants may be used by
animals in a water environment:.

Materials: Field microscoceS, hand lenses mud scoops,
strainers, _mall collecting jars, resource books.

Description: The activity begins in/the lodge with a brief
presentation given by_a member of the staff. The introduc-
tion will include a_discussion,suppleMented by diagrams, .

of habitats and horizontal strata in an:aquatic environment
/a114 claSsification of plantSas floaters, emergents, or.
,submergents. Following the discussion each group will be
ledloy its.counselor-teacher to the marsh or boat cove.
At the water students will first make observations . of the
variety,'abundance and-location of.the'plant'and animal
life. While making these,obserVations, the counselor
'should discuss with the group which of the plants Seen
could be Classified as floaters, which as emergentsv Which
as submergents. Three students ShoUld then obtain samples .
of.plants in each class. With the group standing in a
circieHthe plants should be held out_for observation, and
the structures (roots, stems, leaves) should be compared.
The groUp should discuss which of the structures help de-
termine what class the plant is.put.into--how all the
plants of.the same,claseare- alike. Students should then
search'individually among the plants.for animals. The' hand
lenses-and:microscopes should -beused'for close observation
and student§ should-be encouraged to sharetheir discov-.
eries. After a good variety..and number of, animals have
been-found, discuss-similarities and differences- and hal:it-

tats from which each kind was taken. Based on observation
.and previous knowledge, students should discuss 'how the
animals .derive benefit from the plants.

7 5
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Activity: 'Forest Plants

Objectives: By the and of -he a tivity the student should
beable to

1. identify three edible wild plants and state which
part(a)-of those plants may be eaten;
.2. identify two plants that may bp used by man or'
animala for something- other than food and state the
specific use (s) of each.

Materials: 410 tin cans, field guides.

Description: The activity begins in the lodge with a brief
presentation by a member of the s'taff0 The purpose ot the
presentaticn will be to discuas Characteristics of planta
-and how Plants can be identified through observation of
their characteristics. the counselors- will,then take/
their groups outside and do the,following:

1. Take a short walk through the field and into the
woods to identify and collect edible'lvild,planta.
2. ,On the walk observe and'idettify wild-plants of
specific use,to man and/or animals for things.other
than food:
J. ;Bring-the edible plants to-the fire circle, pre-
pare them- according to the 'field guide, and pat
at least taste a bite of 'each).
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Field Guide to
Common Plants of Stone Valley

Dandelion
Yelind'abundantly, mostly in open fields

Thick root, no Stems. leaves:with deeply too hed mar-

gins, flowers yellow
Edible: gather young leaves when they first appear

(before flOwers appear), eat raw as salad greens or

boil in water as a potherb; gather roots in earlY

spring when leaves first appear, chop and boil in

water, change water tleio or three times, add salt,

pepper, butter

Wild Strawberry
PBTLEUTEadantly in dry soil, mostly in open fields

No stem, leaves arise from underground runners, each

leaf composed of three leaflets with regular

toothed margins, flowers white

Edible: gather berries when ripe, eat raw or cook in

pies

Land Cress (Field Cress)
Found in fields and meadows
Leaves in rosette at base, leaf margins irregularly

indented
Edible: eat leaves raw, great for salads

-v

Mayapple
/Found in dense groups in moist

Thick stems, 1-3 umbrella-like
large lobes

Edible: rife frat eat raw or

Wild Leek (Wild Onion, Wild Garlic)

Found abundantly in fields, meadows

Long, cylindrical leaves, round, thin stems, bulb

at base
Edible: bulb at base of stem, eat raw or cooked

Wild Carrot (Queen Anne's Lace),

Found in fields and meadows
Tough, thick tap root, basal leaves

look like parsley; in second yea

stem, white flowers in umbels

Edible: root, eat raw or cooked

wooded areas .

leaves with 5-9

extract juice

z

7 7
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Cattails
--Pound in marsh areas
Roots thick.and-run hori ontally, leaves long and

'smooth
Edible: roots, wash and peel outside, dry and make

into flour; young leaves, when two feet high pull
inside leaves--tender white part near base can be
eaten raw or cooked

Usefulness to man: lang basal lealies used to make
rush seating for chairs

Usefulness to animals:- stalks used by muskrats to
build homes

Yarrow
Common in pastures, open areas
Young plantsseen as rosette of leaves on ground,

older plants have stems 1 to 2 ft, high, white
flowers in clusters, leaves are finely divided,
often; mistaken for ferns,, also easily confused
with wild carrot--can tell di _-:rence by smell

Not edible
Formerly used tb put an open wounds (ctts)

Cinque-Foil
frountiinHopen areas in w ods and at/edge of woods
Underground runners, stems 6 in., 1eaves cordposed of

5 leaflets, flowers yellow, may be mistaken for
wild strawberry

Not edible

Thistle (several varieties)
teimmon in fields, pastures. .

Leaves- with many lobes, margins may have spines,,
leaved often covered with soft hairs

Edible: young, stems'of Canada Thistle, boil in
salted water} young leaves of Sow!Thistie, boil,
salt

Usefulness:' used by a few bird species2-tiny hairs
an leavee used to line nests

Reindeer Moss
CoMMon in wooded areas, bare soil

A lichen,composed-of an alga-and a fungus

No true stems, leaves or-roats; grayish-green:in
color, structure is a'finely divided, branched
mass of spongy material whichllooks like a pile
of miniature antlers

Not edible
Usefulness: used by man when 1: is dry t- siart fires

7 8
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British soldiers
------NEEEE-UH-Bare soil, edges of woods

A lichen
Small stem-like structures, grayish-green tapped

with red
Not edible
Good plant fon e ra

Bedstraw
--:emmon in wooded areas, thickets
Stems four-sided and have bristles, leaves in whorls

along stems, flowers white
Not-edible
Said to be used in former times .by Young-girls about

to be married for stuffing pillows and.mattresses

Plantain
--Found in grassy fields

Short rootstalk, VD stem, leaves oval, close to
ground, have several conspicuous veins running
parallel from base to tin .

Edibie: leaves, eat raw or cooked; dried leaves used
as a substitute for tea

Winter,Cres--
-Mound abundantly in, fieldsand waste places,.
stem up-to 2 ft. high,-leaves have ,one-large lobe an

ffnd, several smaller-lobes toward base, flowers
yellow in.clusters an:tap of stem,

Edible; young leaves, baiLin water, drain, boil
again.

7 9
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Activity: A Trip to the Graveyard

Objectives: By the end of the autivity the student should

be able to

1. construct a family tree based on inferences made

from data collected from tombstones in a graveyard;

2. estimate a given distance using the pacing

,method;
-3a list in order the procedures one wOuld follow in

using a map and compass to find the direction of

'travel from one place to another;

14. calculate the distance from one point to another

on a map by using the scale.

Matexials: Graveyazd data sheets, family tree sheets

topographic maps, compasses, pencils, pacing ropes.

Desoription: The activity will be introduced:by a staff .

meliqer who will demonstrate how to diagrap a family tree

and will discuss procedures for the hIke to and activities

in the graveyard. At the site each group will do the fol-

.

lowing:

1. Go into the graveyard and fill out a grave

data sheet with information Lrom the tombstones.

2. Oomplete'the family tree sh6ets.

3. Have each person determine nis or her pace, then

estimate several distances designated by the coun-

selor.
4. Use.the compass and topographic map to determine

the direction and distance the group must travel to .

return to the lodge by going cross-cpuntry.

\.

8 2
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BORN DIED

75

AGE

.

,

_

Use theinforms.tion you-have, collected to answer the
questions below.

Which person died at ibe oldest age?

Which person died at the youngest age:?

On the back of this paper try to make a family tree
for the people buried in this graveyard. First decide what
information you will need to,use, then ise it to determine
the relationships among the people,

Q
1...)
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Family Trees

A famil tree Is a diagram that shows how!the members

of'a family are related. A simple family treeHmightin-
elude children, parents, and grandparents. The form 'of

the diagram looks like thi-

Grand-. Grand- Grand- Grand-

father mother father mother

Fathe Mother

Daughter Daughter Son

On the back of this/sheet.of paper, make- a fami y tree

for yeur family. On the tree include yourself, your broth-

ers and sisters (if you haVe any), your parents, and your

grandprents. Be Sure'to write the name of each person in

the proper placedon't uSe just grandmother or son or

father',. etc. If you know them, put the years in WhiCh the

people in your family were .born below your tree.

84
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Activity: Survival Simula ion

Objectives: By the end of this activity the student should

be able to

1. list the three essential needs a person must

isfy in order to survive (water, srmth, food):

2. name-or describe at least two sources or means

obtaining water, food, and warmth in the wilderness.

Ma-erials: Matches, poncho, tw ne, pocket knives, tra__

can liner, tin can,.shovel, Clorox, topo map, compass.

Description: The activity will begin with a short discus-

sion indoors led by a member of the resource staff. Each

group will then be led by its counselor to a place in the

woods from which thelodge cannot be seen. At this place

the counselor will announce to-the -students that they are

"lost". The group will then discuss what they should uo

in order to survive--how they- will get water, food, and

warmth, and who -will be responsible for obtaining these

things. Each person shnuld then fulfill his responsibili-

ties.. When these things are done, the counselor and the

group should sit down and discuss ways in which they got

what they needed and how they might have done things dif-

ferently. Fellowing this the students will use the map

and compass to find a direction and return-to the lodge.



INSTRUCTION SHEET

Sit down in a circle. C1-1--)se a leader for your grou
Let the leader then read is page of instructions .
this entire page all the way through before you do a
thing else.

In order to survive you must complete_the following taE;k-

1. You have been given a jug of water in your pack--prs,-
tend the water .came from a stream Since you are
unsure of its purity use the liquid bleach in your sur-
vival kit to purify it. Use 2 drops of bleach for each
pint of water. (2 cups=1 pint; 2 pints=1 quart;
4 quarts=1 gallon) Determine how many drops you need
add them to the water, and let the water stand for fif-
teen minutes before drinking. (The water is made safe
for drinking by the.chlorine in the bleach, much the
same as water is made clean for swimming by adding
chlorine.)

Read

2. Since you may need water later, construct a solar still
to collect water from the air. Dig a hole 2 feet long
and 1 foot wide. Place some kind of container in the
hole, then cover the hole with a sheet of plastic and
put rocks on the four corners to hold it down. Put a
few stones in the middle of the plastic so that it
slopes over the container.

In order to provide heat you will need to build a fire.
Gather wood and any other suitable materials and s ack
a good supply at your site. Start a fire and keep-it
going for as long as you are out here.

4. In order to provide protection from bad weather that
might arise, conStruct some kind of shelter. Select a
spot near you that offers the best protection from
wind. Use the ponchos and twine and/or oher useful
materials.

You'll probably- be geting hungry soon. Scout the area
and find what edible wild plants are available. Don't
eat what you find, but let each membel: who would like
to take a small bite to taste.

Before you begin, decide as a group if everyone will.do
everything or if some people will do one thing while others
do another. Be sure'you have a plan of action before you
start.

When-finished, put your fire out. Ask your counselor for
directions back to the lodge and return there.

8 6
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Activity: Action Socialization Experience (A

Objective: Througn_these_experienees all groups of stu-
dents will cooperatively decide on solutions to carefully
designed problems and then carry out their plan of action
for each problem as quickly and efficiently as possib1e .

Description: An ASE is a problem-solving situation which
stimulates immediate participation in a oroup activity.
The ASE course consists of six different stations: the
electric fel-Abe, quicksand, the maze, stretcher case, team
on a-T-shirt, and the beam. At each station the counselor
explains the set-up and objective for the task to be done.
The students are allowed fifteen minutes in which to arrive
at a solUtion and successfully implement it. At the com-
pletion of each attempted solution, the counselor discusses
with the group howwellthey worked with one another and
what they might do to improve their efficiency on the next
task.

8 7
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ACTION SOCIALIZATION EXPERIENCE (ASE)

Purpose
-----
An ASE is a problem-solving situation which stimulates
immediate participation in a group activity. These exper
ences provide opportunities for small groups of students to
cooperatively decide on a solution to a carefully designed
problem and then carry out their plan of action as quickly
smd -effiaientiy a8-possible.--As-a result,- the-students'--
Jelf-confidence and'pridearebalstered on the immediate -
and successful completion of the-tasks-

Description

Since each ASE has a different set-up and objective, each
will be explained separately an this and subsequent pages.

Mechanics

the ASE site, each group will go to a different station.
Al; his group's station, the counselor-teacher will explain
the set-up and objective for the task at that station.
The group will then be given fifteen minutes to complete
the task, after which they will go to another station.
The counselor-teacher should be sure to emphasize to the
group the,importance of working cooperatively toward com-
pletion of the task within the time allowed.

Elec

Equip_ent

15-foot length of rope _y diameter )
-_ trees, 8-10 feet .:Tart

4 to 6 inch diameter log, 5 f,et long

ric Fence

Tie the rope between the trees at a height of 3 feet
(higher for older children and adults) to simulate a fence.
On the ground mark boundary lines parallel to and five feet
from each side of the rope.

Objeat_

To get the entire group ov-- the fence without touching
in any way. Should,anyone touch the fence or tree"s the
entire group'must start again. Once over the fence, a p
son may not walk around the trees to come back and help.
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y Procedures

Spotters should stand on thc!. ,s1L.:2 of the - oso cpoosite
where the students are jumping.
Students who have not gone over the fencP sh uTd spot
from behind.

Quicksand

Equipment

1 -- 20-foot length of rope, 1-inch diameter
1 -- 10-foot length of rope. -L-inch diameter
1 -- 5-foot long log, 6-inch diameter
1 - large tree with sturdy branch 20 feet up

Set-Up

Suspend tne 1-inch rope from the branch of the tree. Vig-
orously swing the rope several times to determine the maxi-
mum arc and mark boundary lines at the extremes. Place the
-,1-inch rope and the 5-foot log behind one of the boundary
lines.

Object

To get all members of the group and the log acrnss the
quicksand (space between boundaries) without touching the
sand. If anyone or the log.touches the quicksand, eve y-
thing'must be brought back and placed as it was sot up and
the group must begin again.

Safety Procedures

opotters should be strategically placed.to prevent
anyone from swinging into a tree.
No one should be permitted to tie hims if to the
swinging rope.

ETILErfla

-- 12-inch diam
-- sturdy trees, f .

Beam

-11-. log, 10 feet long
-8 feet apart

Sot-lip

Securely lash the log bet een the trees so that the bottom
of the log iu 5 to 6 feet above the ground. Make boundary
linen parallel to and five feet from each side of the log.
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Object

To get ea h member of the group from ane boundary line,
over the beam and across the other line as quickly as
possible. If the trees supporting the beam are touched
the entire group must begin again.

Safety Procedures

Students should stay clear of the landing area
avoid being jumped en,

Maze

Equipment

300 feet of binde,z's twine or light rape
1 blindfold for each group member
A small grove of trees reasonably cl--e together

Set7Ue

String the rope through the tre:,: at waist'level-in a zig
zag pattern to make a maze. Leave a small space between
two tres as an exit. Blindfold all the group members a
short distance from the maze. Have them hold handS and
lead them into one corner of the maze,

Object

To find the exit to the maze in the shortest_ time possible.
Once a person is outside, he may remove his blind old and
verbally dir,ict the other- to the exit.,

Safety Procedures

The ground within V maze should be as t ee from
rocks and other obf- les as possible.

Tea n a -Sh' t
Equipment

1 -- T-shirt or smaller piece of cloth depending on
s ze of group

Set-Up

Place the T-shirt on the ground in a rela ively open area.

Object

To get everyone standing on the T-shirt for at least 10
,seconds at one time so- thaf no one is touching the-ground
eXcept with thi foot or ,feet that also_touch the ffshirt.

9 0,
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etcher Case

Equipment

2 -- 1 to ii-inch diameter coles , 6 to 7 feet long

Set-Up

Lean n les against tree at beginning of short trail,

Object

To make a stretcher using available ma.erials (natural and
manmade) and transport a victim over a series of obstacles
(trail) to be determined by the site, The victim is pre-
sumsd to be unconscious and therefore cannot hold onto the
poles.

Safety Procedures

Care should be taken to .Lnsure that the v ctim in the
stretcher is not dropped or roughly handled.

'The ideas, for this activity are borrowed from Jim. Merritt
,at the New JerseY School of Conservation, Branchville,
New Jersey.

9 1



Activi
Aociimat t

nApartment Hut
y the end of this activity the student sh uld

be able to

1,
recognize and

differentiate natural objects and

sounds by the use of his senses,
excluding the_sense_ ---

of sight;

,_-_ ----------
2,

cidentify
different-strata in a forest by

comparing
hem-wtth-Ievels in an apartment

6iiiiding;
3. describe how each level in a forest

represents a

different kind of habiJt for aümals ,living there,r,naterials:
Blindfolds, ropes.

Description: The activity will begin with a short
discus-

sion on the use of the senses. Each group will then be led

into the woods by, its
counselor. During part of the walk

the students will be
blindfolded in order to heighten

awareness of their other senses. While they are blind-

folded they should be given
';.1ngs to feel and smell and

.hould be made to stop and listen for different soundS.

The counselor should lead the grobp to a
large.tree-

preferably one with animal signs such as nests',
holes,-and

galls on its trunk and
branches, and guide

',_zeh,studen:to

a spot around the base of the tree and have him or her lie

down. When all
students are laying down

(arranged like

spokes of a wheel))
have them

remove their
blindfolds and

cp:ietly look up.
C93.pare_the forest to an apartmenje

house

by having them dig--into the earth
(basement), scan the for-

ezt floor and observe the activity (ground floor), look up

the trunk and through the lower
branches (upper floors),

at the very tops of the trees where the birds live (pont-

house--where sinzers and flashy dressers live), and finally

at the light breaking throuRh the leaves
(skylight). Di.

cuss how
each'lo-vel

represents a different
kind of place ,

for an animal to live--how each level i8
different from the

others, what kinds of animals you would
expect to find at

each level. Az you return to,the lodge :the students should

try to locate with their eyes the thing they touched when

they were
blindfolded.



Activity: Block of Soil

Objectives: By the end
be able to

activity the

85

ude-± should

1, sort plc.n -s into groups and 'ate the charac
istios which plants in the same group have com,_

2a determine some oi the-irreversible detri-ental
effec that man can have upon the natural environ-
ment.

Vlaterials's Shovels, plastic sheet, hand lenses.

Descriptions The coun:Ior will explain to the group that
they are going to pretend that they are scientists from
another planet sent to earth to examine its soil and life
forms. Rave the children get into small groups of two or
three and give each group a shovel, a plastic sheet, and
-two haTA lenses,. Lead the groups into a field or wooded
area and have them,dig up a block of soil intact (about
1 foot square, 6 to 12 inches deep) and place it un the
plastic sheet, Each group will then carefully sort out all
the living-things and non-living-things and sort them into
groups. The counselor-- will discuss with the students why
they have sorted .the plants as they have--what character-
istics allowed them to classify the plants as belonging
toget1,3r, The stuL,nts should then be.aelied to try to sort
the p:ants into different groups and explain thlr reasons
for the neW groupings, When the discussions ar finished
the counselor-should instruct the children to'puz the block
back together-again exactly the way they found it.

Whenthe childrgri-FlEfize that the things from the
'block cannot be nut back exactly as they-were found, the
counselor should discuss with them the role man pays in
harming the environment. Ask the children what they could
do with_the materialS and after disiAssing possibilities
have eac'l small group construct a terrarium using the
material from the block (to take back to their planet for
further study). Replade all of the remaining soil and
plants md animals back into the hole created when the
block of soil was removed,



Activi,v: Toothpic-- Hunt

Object ve:
be able to

By the end of this aetivity the student

sugges approprIate colors andior markings for
animals livi in the environment and explain:them
rn terms o dator-prey reationships when
presented with a colored or patterned background
(habitate).

materials 400 co1ored .toothpicks.

Description: Scatter exactly 406 toothpicks over a gi-assy
area before the activity is to begin. Have the students ,

assemble and discuss with the-e that they:will be looking
for differently colored toothpicks that have been Scattered
in the grass0 have them hunt for the toothpicks for-about

_

five .minutes, then stop them and collect all those which
have been found'; Have them continue to look for the tooth-
picks for another ten minutes. At the end of thiS time
have them count how many of the toothpicks of each color
they found after the first five minutes'and then/how many

/after the next ten minutes. Discuss what numberS were
found and why there-ere varying amounts after the first ,

five minutes and after the entire fifteen-Mieutes. After
this have them suggest some hypotheses to explain the re-
sults. Let them select the hypothesis they would like to
test,. 1-tave themdevelop An "if ... then " statement:
(For example, if a caterpillar is green then we should find
it oh a green leaf; if We lookin specifically colored or
patterned areas, then we will find only those organisms
that match that'area and they won't be easy to see at
first.) This same procedure could be carried to a new
'environmental setting; for example, scatter the toothpicks
under a pine tree.

Fellow up the toothpick ''unt and hypothesis . ate ents with
an animal color hunt (10e-inch hike). 'Have the s-uden
collect observations that woulU support or oppose their

.

-hypothesis. Near the end of the time period hee the
children preaent their findings and discuss whether their
hypothesis ws supported or not. Have them carefully leek
at the data and note whethel, here are any discrepant
pieces of informstion. Hav em modify their hypothes__

(
or develop a new one that will t all of their data.

Note: There .hould be 100 toothpicks of each of the
following col rp: brown, orange and green.

9 4
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Ac -ivi One "un Hike

Objectives: After the activity the student will be able to

1. explain and/or give examples of the difference
bet een observations and inferences;

list two examples of animals that have body
coToration that oroteccs them in their habitat.-

Materials: Hand lenses

Des ription.: The activity will begin in the :ield. Have
'the children form a circle, _then exolain te them that they
are gelnp; on a very special 'ind of hike. On this hike
they will take the role of a verY small animal jiving in
the field an( will be trying to find other animals in the
area. Then have the students form a straight line and get
(psyn on their,hands and )(flees (unless it is too muddy ) and

crawl-very slowly through the grass.. When something is
found, have everyone stop 'and look at it. Discu6s what
kind of body coVering it has--shap,,,te_ color. Does
it have legs? Can it fly? Was it ,-;7'6,sy 10 spot in the
place dt was found? Lohk-fr pieces of dead and dedaylng
plants,_and animals. Discuss the poSsibility of how pill
bugS and bacteriA and worms might be helpful in the pro-.
cess of decay. Look for animals that are feAinQ. on-
plants. Try to find-out how the animals breathe. , After
traveling 100'inches in one type Of area, go toanother
and begin again. Make,comparisons, Discuss -what inferen
ceuld be made based up7.the data dolled d.



Activity: Homestead _SV)

Objectives: 77:y the end of the aCtivit' he studiz hould
he able to

1. identify articles 'around old homestead foundations
whinh nr_Tide -idnp nf thn 1777r1_,;
that the homestead was used;
2. make inferences about the life style of the peop7e
who lived in tne homest,lad, basd uoon the nds of

'articles found.

Description': Counselors will lead their groups to the
hoMestead site at Stone Valley. Atthe sSte students
should freely explore in and around 'ttLe foundationsrfor any.
'articles which might provide clues about the-history of
homestead and the people who lived there. 'After their
search, the.group should-discuss what was found and wnw.
one might infer based on'the evidence found.
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Activit16 Perception Points

Objectives: Through this activi'y the student Should be
able to

1. 'improve his or her ability to use a compass for
finding direction from ane point to another;
2. use his or her sensesmore fully to make observa-
tions of details in the natural envilwiment.

Materials; Compasses.

Description; The perception points Course consists of- -

eleven different locations within an area Of approximately
five acres. At each location there is a numbered marker
And a container which holds a Cluestion for the participant
to&-answer. TheA.uestions ask for information which must
be obtained by making detailed observations of some speci-
fic object'in.the natural environment. To travel from one
location to the next, the student must:use a compass and
follow the bearings given on a direction card. Answers to
ques-j.ons are recorded: and returned to the counselor.-

Li

9 7
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Activity: Fossil Hunt

Objective: By the end of this activity the student -hOuld
be able to

1. find and identify
rock.

-41on fossil imprints in shale

Mate ials: Rock hammers, safety go,,gles faeld guide.

Description: _Students will hike with their dounselor
teacher to the fossil bed near the'spillway at the end of
the StorR,Valley lake. _Using rodk hammers and wearing
safety goggleso students will break alJart and inspect frag-.
Ments of shale for fossil imprints. StUdents should iden-
tify the imprints using the field guide books and check:
with-the counselor-teacher for confirmation.of their iden-
tification..

9 8
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Activityv Orienteering Race'

Objective: By the end of the activity the student should
be able te

1., improve his speed and accuracy in using a com ass
to find a bearing.-

Materials: Compasses, direction cards.

Description: 'An orienteering race is an activity in which
the students compete to move through a seriesof che
points by following compass_directions. Each is given a
set of direction's (bearings)-and the distance between each
two checkpoints. He.is also given a pencil and is required
to record the letter found on the marker-at each check-
point.- Starting and finishing times are recorded and the
shortest time wins.

9 9
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Loesk at the plants-in the pictUre above, Think of same
way that yoU coUld put these plants into three groUps.
Now write thenames.of.the.plants which go together.--
put those in the first group under number1i put,tho$e
in the second group under number 2, and_put.thase in
othe third grotivundar number 3.. Be:sure that you put
each plant in only, one of the groups.

1 2

.Next to the numbeF of each group listed below (the same
as the groups y4ij made in the first question ), tell ane
or two ways in which all of.the plants in the same
group are alike.

Group 1

Group.2

Group. 3

list three different things which plants can provide
for animals that live in--the water..

1

101
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4. Circle three of the plants below that can be eaten by
people.--Taer the name of the plant -ell which part
or parts of theplant can be eaten roots, stems,
leaves, flowers, or fruit).

Dandelion

Mayapple

Cinque-Foil'

Wild Leek

102

Land Cress

Ya w
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Circle twe of the plants_ below that can be useful to
Man or.animals for something besides food. 'Under6the
name o each ane you Circle, write what it can be-used
for.

Wild. Carro

T

Mayapple

Cattails

Reindeer Moss

British Soldier
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6. Below is some informatio4 that you might take from,
tombstones in a graveyara. Use this information to
complete the family tree drawn below by putting the
names of the people next tb the circles-;for girls or
women cit the squares for boys or men where theY
belong.

Name Borh Died

JamesCarter 1842 1890 48
Joseph-Carter 1817 1860 43
Elizabeth:Grove 1846 1880' 34
Mary Beth _Carter 1864 1920 56
George Grovp:. 1810 1872 -62

James Carter ,1872 1929. 37
Sarah:Carter 1817 1861 44
Sally Grove 1817 1879 53
}obert Carter 1874 1935 61

104



Look at the map below. Suppose you wanted to go from

CE Camp to Manroe.Furnace. If-you'could,flY or walk

straight there, how far would you go?
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in the space'-below is a list of 2 of the- Isteps you
would,use to find your'direction from/ono plate to
anbther by-using map and.compass.' Next to'the letter
c. write in-the step that is missing. ;(In_other words,
tell whdt else youiwould need' to'do to find your direc-
tion oftravel.)

a. Orient your map toward hcirth--turn it so that the
top is facing nor h when it is-laying flat on the

, -

ground.

b. Draw a line between the place 'where yOu are and the
place,where you. want to-go._ Lay ybur-compass'onthe
map so that one of the longer sides is- right on the
lineyou.have drawn./ Make_sure that the'direction of
travel arrow is pointing, tOward the place-where you
want to go.

C.

From the list below circle the-three things a person'
must haVe in order to survive in the out of doors .

food fire- water tent

light knife ,warmth
.

10. From t.he list below, check t o different ways that you
could get water that is safe for "drinking in am out-
door area where there Are no pumps oy wells ot water
faucets around.

Get water from a stream.or-pond or'puddle -and add
chlorine to ict (by using'household bleach-like

.Clorox).

Find a clear stream and dip Out water from the.
part of the stream that is moving the slowest.

Collect Water from the air by laying a piece..of
plastic over a:hole in.the ground and letting
water-collect on the inside. . .

Put wet leaves and plants in a T-_hirt and
squeeze them until all the water runs off.

Cut the stems of wild plants and puck the juice.



Group 1.
,

?Ur, Reeds - DuckWeed
,

Elodea
_Cattails Water Hyacinth Leafy Pcindweed

Parrot Feather

CORING kEf

each-Oorrect. group.-

Group 2 , Gropp

Sedges

2 Poi
a.

per group for liSt g pf characteristic(s)0

GroVP 1 Rooted in ground under water,stems rigid,
stems project above watpr surface.- -

99

GrouP 2 Roots hang' freely water, leaves generally
flat and on or oldse'to water surface.-

A,

Grouri 3 Rooted in ground under water stems flexible,
leaves flexible, plants entirely under water.

1 point for each corrdt an

oxygen (air)

food

proteetion.(shelterf,homes camoufigge)

=.1 point for-each c arrect.,plaht ci- poin-
each correct listing-Of edible par

-.Possible answers-

Dandelion -- roots, ste

and Cress leaves

Mayapple -- -uit

Wild,Leek tem, bulb at base

leaves, flowers
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poat for each c ect plant ci
leach correct descri ion of use(s

Possible answers:

-Wild Carrot.-- dyes

,,Reindeer Moss -- fire starter, terrarium

ed; 2 points for

Tiistle -- lining of bird's nest

Cattails -- muskrat homes, -ush eatin i_ chair's

terrari

,5'pojnts for correct co
incqmplete, award 1 poin
placed- and 2 _points for

Joseph
Carter

pletion of family tree; if
or each-name correctly

each complete generation.

-Sarah
. Carter.

George
Grove

Sally
Grove

0 0

James--
Carter

=. Robert
Carter

James
Carter_

MarT Beth
'Carter



6 POints forthe correct answer,.

Distance =

9 poijnts fCr entire answers 6 points if first part of
'answer is given, 3 Points if second part is given.

First: Turn the Compass housing until the red and
white (magnetic)\needle lies directly over the
black -(orientimg),arrow

Second: Read the number of degr es that lines up with
the directran ok travel arrow -- that is tho direction
of travel to your destination.

3 points for each correct

food

warMth

water

poirits for each correct answer.

Get Water from a stream or pcnd or puddle and add
chlorins.to it (by using household bleach such as

Clorox).

Collect water from the air by laying a pline of
plastic over a hole in the ground and letting wa e

.collect inside

109
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TABLE 'X -

INDIVIDUAL .PRETEST SCORES 'OF .CQIITROL SUBJECTS

Subjects
TeSt Seatimna-

II PT
-Total

Class A

-EG
SD
TB
KS
EY
SP
PS
AH
KS
MG

Class

2
2

14

11 15 6 3= 39
5 15 0 3. 26
7 15 6 0 42
9 0 . 0 9 19

10 0 6 12 31
5 15 0 0 22
3= 15 6 9 36

==7 0 6 15 30
7 0 6 9 24
6 15 6 12 53

DR. 5 9
_LS 3 13
EA 12 4

-RG 15 =11

DD . 4 . 8
KC 9 0
KR 2 11

TB- 13 9
MF 15 11

Class C

KV .2 9
CB 0 0
CB 15 11
KM 6 6
CF 15 0

TC 1: 3
JN 0 6
MS 15 6
LR 0 6
BS 2 0
MS 4 =4

JS 7 6

LM 2 10

0 0 3 17
0 0 12 28
0 6 9 31

15 6 =6 =53

0 6 6 24
9. 0 0 = 18

12 0 9 34
15 o 6 41
15 6 9 56

12 0 15
0 6 9
0 6 12
0 0 =12

0 6 12
0 ,6 3
0 6 3
0 6 6
0 o 3
0 0 9
0 6 12
0 0 9
0 0. 6

38
1

4
214%

33
13
15
33
9

11
26
22
18

Section:I iè Water Ecology, II is Fore_t Plants', III is
Graveyard, IV is Map and Compass, V is Survival*
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'INDIVIDUAL POSTTEST SCORES-OF CONTROL SUBJECTS

Test Sectiona,
II III I-V

Total

Clas6 A

EG
SD
TB
KS
EY
.SP
PS.

KS
MG

Class.B

DR
LS
EA-
RG
DD
KC
KH
TB
MF

Class C

KV
CB
CB
KM
CF-
TC
JN
MS
LR
BS
MS
JS
,LM

5
15
15
3

9 15 6 12 47
13 15 6 115 64
10 15 6 12 58
5 0 = 6 6 20

10 0 6 15 -j4

11, 15 6 12 47
10 15 15 12 55

13 0 9 45
0 6 =9- 29

15 12 15 70

14 9

2 12
15. 13

9 15
3 11=

15 13
15 7
2 6

15 15
9 11

14 12
15 1.3

14 =9
6 10

15, 13
7 '-15
9 11
4 .13

3 7
15 15
4 10
6 7

15 12
2 15

15, 12

. 15 12
0 9 12
0 9 12

.15 9= 15
-0 6
0 6 12

15

51
35-
49

14
48

. 50
15 6 0 47
15 6 12 61

'15 .15 59
0 6 6 28
0 12 - 46
0 6 =9 37
0 6 15 41

,d 15 9 41
,:3 6 9 28
13 15 9 67
0 6 9 2

15 0 6 3
15 6 9 57
0 0 6 23
0 0 9 36

Saotion.I is Water 14blogy0 II is Forest Plants, III' is
Graveyard,. IV is Map an4 Compaas, V is Survival,
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-TABLE XII

105

INDIVIDUAL PRETEST SCORES OF EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS

A.Class ,

JS
AR

_ DG
TG
ET
a/
CK
al
PG.

Cc
GB.

LG
m.B

MS
CT

Class B

CH
LD
MO
JP
LP

K
JA
KID

BR
JG
LB

Clais C

JM
ED
BS
TS
RF
DM

2

3
3

. 2

3
3
3
4
0*
_1

-0
1

_e.,

4
10*
10
5*
9*.

10*
3*

11
11*
11*
8*
7*

1041.

9.*

9*

15
15
15
-0,

15
0
0.

15
0
0

0
0
co

0

15

6
'6
6
6
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
o

9
6*
9
0

9
9
0
0
0

-12
9

. 6
6*
3
0

37
46
42
14
42
27
12
29 '----

14
27
17
14
22
19
29

15* 1* 0 0 9 35
12 7 15 0 -6 4o
14* 9* 12 6 9* 50
2* 7* o 6 12* 27
2* 3* '0 0 6* 11

10* 9* o 6 6* 31
0* 9* 0 0 6* 15
3* 111 0 6 9* 29
0 9 0 6 9 24

15 6 0 6 9* 36
3 0,4, 0 -6 3 12

3 4* 15 6 0 28

2* 7* 0 0 9 18
15 3 15 6 '6* 45
0 6 0 0 6- 12

1 7* o 6 12 40
11l. 7 o 6 0 27
15* 9 0 6' 6 .36
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TABLE XII' CONTINUED

SUbjects Test Section
II III IV

Class C Con

TL 2 .

KH .6*0
'TM 2 d

b*
8*

12

Total

0 0 12 14
0 0 9 23'

6 9: 29

Section I is-Water Ecology, II is Forest-Plants, IIIis
Graveyard, -IV 1s- Map and Coass, V isSurvival.

Indicatea..that subjects-did'nothparticiPate in the.
_activitlefor whiCh.the section- ed.-
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TABLE XIII

INDIVIDUAL P-OSTTEST SCORES OF EXPERIVIENTAL SUBjECTS

Stibj eets

Class A
JS
AR
DG
TG
ET
JW
CX
JN
PG
CC
GB
LG
MB

CT

Class B
CH
LD
MO

JP
LP
NW

JK
JA
KP'
BR
JG
LB

.ClasS C
JM
ED
BS
TS
RF
pm

3
11
14

2
5

15
15
3*
4
5

12*
5

11
8

13

14*
13
15*
3*
0*

14*
1 0*

3*
2

15
9,

15

3*
15

0
15*
15
15*

r' Test . See ion
II III IV To t al

15 15 12 12 57
13 6 6* 51.15

7 15 6 12 54
10* 0 9 9 30
10* 15 6 15 51
10* 15' 9 15 64

7* 15 6 12 55
12 15 6 15 51
10* 0 0 12== 26
11* 0 0 12 28
6* 0; 0 15 33

11* 0, 6 12 34
9* 15 6 12* 53

11 0 6 6 31
8* 15 6 9* 51

15* 0. 6 9 44
12 15 0 12 52
10* 15 6 12* 58
9* 15 6 12* 45
4* 0 0 9* 13

13* 15 15 -3* 60
9* 0 0 3 12

12 15 9 . 9* 48
5 2 6 12 27

= 10 15 6 9* 55
6* 0 6 27
7* .15

..6
.0 12 1+9

7* ,15 6 12 43
13 15 6 9* 58

9 0 9 12. 30
7*- 0 15 15 52

13 0 6 12 46
11 . 0 6/ 12 44
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TAB E XIII (CONT NUED

action
II IV

Section I is Water Ecology, II is Forest Plants, III is

Graveyard, . IV is Map and Comrse V is Survivals

Indicates that sUbject did nOt-Participate 'in-the-
ishich the,thection'tested
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TABLE XIV

N PRETEST SCORES OF CLASSES A, B, AND C

109

Group and
Class

Te

_

_ontrol Group .

'Class A =4 80 7.00

ClaSs- B 8,67 8.44

Class C- 5031 5.15

Experimental Group

Class -A 2.80 8.47

Clas8 6.58 7.08

Class C- 7.89 6.56

Experimehtal 'PartioipantS

Class. A 3.00 8.33

Class B. 6.60 8,25

Class. 6.60 7.4o

Section a
III IV, V

Total

9 00,

7.33

0.92

4 20

2 67

3.23

7.20

8054

6.00 3.60 5,20

3.50 4.0 -7.00

_1.67 3 33 7.67

76.06. 3.66 5050

3.50, -4.00: -5.40

1.67 3.33 7,88

.1

32.20'

33.76

28.17

27 11".

'Section I .is Wa-er Zoology, II is Forest Plants, III
Graveyard IV is Map and Compa s V- is Survval0
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TABLE XV

MEAN POSTTEST_ SCORES OF CLASSES A B AND-C

Group and
Class

Control Group

Clads A 7i Elp 10.20 10,30
C148s B 10078, 11.44 6,67
ClaSs C 8.8.5 ii,6 - 4.69

-perimental .Group

-.M.ass A 8;40 10.13 8.87 .

: Class 9 8.-58 .9.33

Clitss C 7.56 10033 6-22

.Test Section--
IV

1,primental Participants

Ciass A'

Class B

ClaSs C

V 'Total

6.90 11,70 46.90
:7.33 10.00 46.22."

6.00 9.46 40,46,

5..60 11.60 44 60

5 00, 9.00 40.83

7.00 -12033 43.44,

9.0.0

10,80,

7.00.

11'433

9.75

-11.80

8.87

8..92

6.22

5,60

4;00

7.00,

'12.25'

10.20

12.75

1.6=

action I is Water Ecology, II is Fore t Plants, IIIGraveyard, IV is ap and Compass V is Survival.
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Grouil and
Class

TABLE XVI

MEAN CHANGE FROM PRETEST TO POSTTEST
FOR CLASSES A, B,.AND C

.,Test Section
II III IV

Control Group

Class A 3.00 3.20

Class B '2.-10 3.00

Class C 3.54 6 31

E*perimental Group .

F'Class A 5.60

Class B 2.00

Class C -003

1.67

2.25

3.78

Experimen al Participants

1Class A 6.00 3.00

Class B 4,20 1950

. Class C o.4o 4.4o

1.30 2.70 45O 14.7o

=-0.67 4 67. 3.33 12 44

3.76 2.77 0.92 17.31

3.76 2.00 6.4o 18.53

5.42 1.00 2,00 12.67

4.56 3.67 4.67 16.33

2.87 2.00 6075

5.42 1.00 4.80

4.56 3.67 4.88

Sect_on I is Water Ecology II is Forest Plants, III is

Graveyard, IV is Map And Compa s V is Survival. /
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TABLE XVII

RANGES OFINpIVIDUAL SCORES
\

r9U

112

Test Section a
-II- III IV-- __Total_

Pretest

Colltrol GrouP

High
Low

5

Experimental Group

High 15 121 15
Low 0 0 0

Experimental Participants

High 15 12 15
Low. 0- 3 0

'Posttest

Control G oup..

High 15
2

Zxperimebtal Group
7 0.

-High 15 , 15 15

1,Ow 0 .5 0

6 15 53
0 0 9

Experimental Participants

High 15 15 15
Low 0 5 0

15 15 .70

0 14

15 64
6 12 -

15 4 4
4 4

Seotion I is Water Ec logy II ls Fore tiolants1 III is
Graveyardp, IV is Mai? and Compass, V is Survival-,,

PoSSible range pn all sections is zero to 15; possible
total rahge is zero to, T5i.
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